
Chicago Nationals 
 

 

I was among the many Minnesotans that made the trek to Chicago to attend this summers 

National Tournament.  Before I share a little about my experiences in this great city I 

want to say a word of congratulations to all that did well.  The list is rather long. 

 

A good place to start has to be the Flight A Grand National Team.  This year District 14 

was blessed to send the strong squad of Kerry Holloway – Michael Lee Howland, Paul 

Gutterman – Eric Hendrickson, and Richard Lawson – Andy Caranicas.  After breezing 

through the qualifying Swiss they succumbed in the KO stage by a heartbreaking 2 IMPS 

to the eventual Champs.  To highlight their good play the team of 6 proceeded to: 

 

 Holloway – Howland          3
rd

   0-10000 Fast Pairs 

 Caranicas – Lawson            4
th

   Bruce 0-5000 LM Pairs 

 Gutterman – Hendrickson   9
th

   Bruce 0-5000 LM Pairs 

 

Other fine showings were turned in by 

  

 Cassell – Kaufman              36
th

  0-10000 Fast Pairs  (Top 10 after day 1) 

 

 Beckman – Koch                 besides getting to the finals of two National Pair 

             Games had several high finishes in other pair 

             Games. 

 

 Ben Kristensen                     7
th

     Mixed BAM 

 

 Peg Kaplan                           15
th

   Mixed BAM 

 

 Max Glick                             12
th   

  Red Ribbon Pairs 

 

 Tony Ames – Sue Jackson    14
th

   0-10000 Mixed Swiss 

 

In addition the Flight C GNT of Thomas Prin – Leonard Gaer,  James Peterson – Alexis 

Campbell did nicely to get through the first stage of their event before falling in the KO 

stage. 

 

Alas you will notice that nowhere on this list do you see either my name of that of my 

partners (After all they had to play with me!)  But this does not mean that I did not have a 

blast attending, and had an occasional success story along the way. 

 

I started this tournament participating in the Open Division of the GNT.  Blessed with a 

strong Carole Miner as a partner and a pair of Grand Life Masters (Peg Kaplan and Bill 

Kent) as teammates we started well winning our first match comfortably, but the team ran 

into more stumbling blocks then usual the rest of the way and when the dust settled we 

found ourselves missing out by believe it or not .01 of an IMP.  How is that possible?  



We were using the International IMP table so a 2 IMP loss in a match does not break 

down into an 11-9 loss but rather might look like 10.84 – 9.16 or something similar. 

 

Next I partnered Rob Schachter as we tackled the Life Master Pairs.  After comfortably 

qualifying for the second day, we had a harder time of it on day 2 and did not really come 

close to seeing a Q after our names on the score sheet.  One hand from this tournament 

presented an awkward problem and a “lucky” guess on my part. 

 

You are Red vs White in 4
th

 seat looking at Qx, A8xx, Jx, AQJ10x.  This is not a really 

hard hand to handle……until LHO opens 3D and after two passes it is your turn.  What 

say you?  Your choices are: 

 

1) Pass - By far the safest…But is it best? 

2) Double – A winner when partner wants to play 3D, 3NT, any heart or club 

contract – but a likely a loser if they want to play spades. 

3) 3H – Besides misleading partner shoots at a rather small target. 

4) 4C – I did not pick up this hand with any strong desire to play clubs at the 4 

level.  While it may be right, again it shoots at a really small target. 

5) 3NT – There are many flaws and dangers with this bid….but it was my 

choice. 

 

Not having a real diamond stopper did not worry me so much as my RHO seemed neither 

interested in diamonds or his hand as he quickly passed.  But then good bridge players 

are also good actors at times!! 

 

Besides not having a diamond stopper there is a real likelihood that you will not have 9 

tricks even when partner’s diamonds turn out to by A10x, or K10x.   

 

After crossing my fingers and placing the 3NT card on the table I was faced with the 

unmentioned danger of this bid as partner after a little thought, bids his hand correctly 

and bids one more for the road!  So I am in 4NT and this is the problem I now face: 

 

                                                                                                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Luckily I guessed well and managed 10 tricks.  How would you tackle this problem? 

Would you look to spades for trick 10, or would you tackle the heart suit?  To be honest I 

may not be smart enough to work out all the percentages for this situation and relied 

strictly on “instinct.”  After deciding to stay on the board when the ten of diamonds held 

at trick 1 I led a spade to the queen.  The 3D bidders hand was Jx, Kxx, Qxxxxxx, x  so I 

     1097xx   Q10   AK10   K9x 

 

 

 

     Qx    A8xx  Jx  AQJ10x 



had my 10 tricks.   I did not risk a heart to the queen here, and while it likely would have 

worked I was happy with plus 630, and took it to the bank. 

 

Next on my agenda was the Spingold.  This is the first time I have tried this event and 

while the odds are very long that I could survive a long time, I admit to being rather 

excited and happy to be giving it a go! 

 

We are seeded 57
th

 in a field of 90.  I admit it is strange to be in a field where I am 

nothing more than an afterthought.  We start play in a 4-way.  With ourselves, Seed 19, 

Seed 34 and seed 71.  The way this works is the top seed plays the bottom seed, and the 

two middle seeds square off.  Then the two losers play off with the loser exiting the 

tournament.   

 

We manage to get the better of the 34 seed in a close match and find ourselves having a 

welcome evening off.  One hand stands out from this match for me. 

 

White vs Red I am looking at KQJ109x, Q, QJ, J9xx  after proudly opening this 

collection 1S (2S is a possibility despite the 12 picture points), LHO doubles, partner 

passes, and RHO jumps to 3H showing interest in game.  As the colors are ripe for a 

sacrifice a 3S bid would be many players choice.  Good spades, good playing shape, but a 

big drawback to this bid is that all your minor honors scream defense.  Paying attention to 

the quacks (as some refer to holding queens and jacks as) I pass.  LHO raises to 4H and 

after RHO squirms around in her seat for a while hoping for a revoke we are plus 100.  I 

am hopeful they take the fathom sacrifice at the other table as I often win 9 or 12 IMPS in 

this situation.  Not to be, both tables look at their collection of “quacks” and the auction 

and result are duplicated at both tables!  

 

The 34 seed falls in their second match so we move up to the 34 position to take on the 

31 seed which is made up of two young men from Israel and two young men from 

Poland, the team is rounded out by Stan Tulin and Kevin Dwyer from Florida.   

 

It is a tight match and through 3 quarters we find ourselves 31 IMPS short of the 

opponents.  This includes a 20 IMP accident me and my partner collaborate on. 

 

We start the last 15 board segment well as my partner Rob Schachter shows he is not 

going down without a fight.  On board 46 Rob is looking at  xx,  Kxx,  Axxxx,  xxx 

Listening to this auction from the opponents he is on opening lead.  What is your choice? 

 

RHO    LHO 

1C         1H 

2H         2NT – General game try 

4H 

 

Rob’s choice of a small diamond hits pay dirt.  Dummy’s diamonds are KJ tight and I 

have the queen.  While the game is still makeable the effect of declarer misplacing who 

has the diamond ace leads him astray.  Plus 12 Imps to the good guys.  Board 47 is next 



and Rob is looking at Axx, xxxx, Kxx, xxx - after I open 2H in first seat the opponents 

aggressively are soon in 3NT.  Rob pulls out the Red card and we quickly score up plus 

500 when my hearts are good and declarer has no play.  11 IMPS to the good guys! 

 

Board 48 is next and the magic wears off a bit as they bid an aggressive small slam that 

hinges on the opening lead.  Rob is on opening lead and this is their unimpeded auction. 

 

LHO       RHO 

1H           2C* 

2D           2H 

3C           3D 

4D           5C 

5S            6C 

6H 

 

RHO has shown 2+ clubs, heart support, something noteworthy in diamonds and has Q-

bid the A and K of clubs. 

 

LHO has shown Hearts and Diamonds naturally, and has also shown 3 clubs, their rebid 

of 4D is described as “a bid” and they have Q-Bid in spades  

 

Partner is on lead with KQxx, xx, A8xx, xxx.  This time partner made the reasonable 

choice of trying to get me a diamond rough. Turns out any of the 12 cards outside of the 

diamond Ace is a winner.  

 

This turns out to be one of three slam swings in the last 15 boards that swung 79 IMPS!  

We were on the wrong side of two of them and when the dust settled we had lost by 2 

IMPS. 

 

To close out we played in the Wehrner Open Pairs.  We went to bed that night secure in 

our knowledge of qualifying for the last day.  Turns out we did not overcome a bad first 

set and missed out by 6 MPS when last two rounds are match pointed worse than 

expected.  We could have easily qualified had I not waived off a revoke penalty.  Dumb 

on my part as it is often taken advantage of by my opponents, it just leaves a bad taste in 

my mouth so I USUALLY pass on it.  I hope my partner isn’t too upset at me!  Actually I 

know he is not, as Rob qualifies for a halo in many regards, this one included! 

 

Close but no cigar for the third time in a week!   I leave you with yet one more problem 

from the tournament that might qualify as much as a psychological profile as a bridge 

problem.   You are in 4H and this is what you are looking at: 

                                                                                                               

                                                                                                            

 

 

 

 

     KQx   9xx         KQxx    Axx 

 

 

 

     xx    AKQxxx   A10       J9x 



 

 

 

Matchpoints and you find yourself in the easy contract of 4H.  After a spade lead to the 

King and Ace, and a spade return you are in dummy at trick 3.  You now have 2 plays for 

12 tricks.  A diamond to the ten, and if successful you have a parking place for the two 

club losers, or a simple squeeze if the player holds the KQ of clubs and 4+ diamonds you 

have the rest by just running the hearts (provided the trump are not 4-0).  Which camp are 

you in? 

 

A) I play all out to win – diamond to the ten is my best shot I am taking it! 

B) The diamond play is too risky, I am playing it safe and hoping for the squeeze 

C) Depends on the game situation, or…Do I need a great result? 

D) Some will get a diamond lead; I need to play for 12 as 11 tricks will be below 

average. 

 

I admit to being in group B… and rather quickly was my choice.  Perhaps if I was 

thinking like player A more often I would not have so many close calls to lament.  If 

nothing else I will spend more time on problems like this coming fall in Denver.  I hope 

to see you all there! 


